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Summary:
If you are a baby boomer then you`ll remember the good old days when you played outside all da

If you take a look outside these days the streets are fairly empty with few people even walkin

It seems like the children have lost their freedom to play safely outside by themselves and wi
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Article Body:
If you are a baby boomer then you`ll remember the good old days when you played outside all da

If you take a look outside these days the streets are fairly empty with few people even walkin

It seems like the children have lost their freedom to play safely outside by themselves and wi
But we can have some of the good old days back and here are some things you can do to make it

1)If several kids on your street that play together, you can get together as adults and assign

2)Better still, play games with them. Someone who is looking to annoy, tease or do harm, is le

3)Prepare for possible emergency. A family plan firmly in place and understood by all and *dri

4)Last year on the Oprah Winfrey show there was a family that had an emergency plan in place t

5)Adults are obviously much stronger than children but that doesn´t mean that a child cannot h

6)I think that the best thing you can do is teach your child to be aware. If children learn ea

Kids need to play and be social and it´s ok to get dirty sometimes. I see it all the time with
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